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Bailey Hill garden c.1941, Mold, Valentine's Series courtesy of Peter Davis Postcards Collection

Bailey Hill Park's 150th Anniversary

David Preece

2020 marks the 150th anniversary of the purchase of
Bailey Hill, secured as a Park for the People of Mold by
public subscription in 1870. Bailey Hill lies at the top
of the main street of the historic market town and is the
site of an eleventh century Norman castle, a designated
scheduled ancient monument that has been integral to
the history and development of Mold.
The name Mold is thought to be derived from Mont Haut
(High Hill), the family name of the Norman baron who first
built the castle. The site is of significance in the history
of Wales, having been the scene of a series of conflicts
between the incumbent Norman lords and the Welsh
princes, Owain Gwynedd and Llywelyn ap Iorwerth in the
twelfth century and Dafydd ap Gruffydd in the thirteenth
century. Throughout this period, the castle was captured
and recaptured many times and the damage inflicted
regularly repaired. However, it is unlikely to have been
rebuilt after the end of the fourteenth century when its
importance declined.
Bailey Hill became an area of common ground until the
late eighteenth century when it was enclosed by the
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Swymner Champneys family, who had owned the land
since the early seventeenth century, although it still
continued to be used for fetes and celebrations by the
townspeople of Mold as it had been for centuries.
In May 1870 Bailey Hill was advertised for sale by auction. By this time, it was in the possession of the Mostyn
family who had substantial land holdings in North Wales
and had bought the Hill for £15,000 in 1809. The proposed sale raised concerns in the town that it might fall
into the hands of private owners who would possibly sell
off the trees for timber and destroy the Hill by extracting
its sand deposits. There was also an additional concern that the Hill would no longer be available for public
events.
Whilst expressing concern the Mold Local Board, the
precursor of the Town Council declined to consider
purchasing the Hill as it was not felt that to be an appropriate use of public funds. It therefore fell upon a group
of local businessmen to form a committee to raise monies by subscription to buy Bailey Hill for the benefit of
the townspeople. The meetings were held at The Black
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List of subscribers to Bailey Hill, the Wrexham & Denbighshire
Advertiser 11 June 1870.

Lion public house under the initial chairmanship of Joel
Williams who coincidently was also the chairman of the
Local Board. Lady Mostyn was approached by the Committee to withdraw the Hill from the auction and consider
selling it to them. Negotiations were opened with Lady
Mostyn’s representatives and a purchase figure of £400,
the equivalent to £48,000 in today’s money, was agreed
which was well below the market price Bailey Hill could
have achieved by auction.
Through the efforts of the local community and the
generosity of The Marquess of Westminster, who despite
having no connection to Mold donated £100 to the cause,
the amount was raised and in early June the Hill was
purchased by the Bailey Hill Committee.
Over the next 6 months regular discussions were held in
Mold to decide which organisation was to own and main2 patron: hrh the prince of wales

tain the Hill going forward. Eventually after a close vote
it was agreed that the Hill should be vested in the name
of the Local Board and on the 9th March 1871 the formal
conveyance was signed.
Although now the owners of the Hill, the Board remained
adamant that no public funds should be used for its
maintenance. The public subscription had raised more
than the £400 used to purchase the Hill but further monies were required to fund the improvements envisaged
for the area. The proposed developments included the
establishment of a croquet lawn, a tennis court, a quoiting ground, a gymnasium and a camera obscura to be
built on the top of the motte; not all these ideas came to
fruition.
In order to obtain money to beautify the property and laying it out as a place for public recreation and amusement
(Flintshire Observer Mining Journal and General Advertiser for the Counties of Flint Denbigh 17 March 1871) a
celebration was held on the Hill which raised 16 pounds
and 3 shillings (£2,000 in 2020).
Under the Board’s ownership some immediate improvements were made including repairs to the surrounding
wall and a new set of railings around the bowling green.
During the excavations for this work human remains were
found.
In April 1871 the Local Board agreed to write to Edward
Kemp, with a view to engaging him to design the park.
Edward Kemp was a renowned landscape gardener,
responsible for the landscaping and design of Grosvenor Park, Chester, and developing Birkenhead Park from
Joseph Paxton’s designs. Whilst Kemp was subsequently
engaged at a cost of 3 guineas per day, his appointment
was not met with universal approval. Joel Williams, the
Board Chairman, was quoted as saying that he thought
they would be throwing money away. Kemp visited Bailey
Hill and in September his report was produced and
widely published in the local papers. Unfortunately, the
accompanying plan provided to the Board has been lost.
Kemp’s report suggested the removal of some trees, adjustments to paths, installation of seats and a comprehensive list of recommended plants to be planted in the park.
His design, unlike the present developments on Bailey
Hill, was not intended to be implemented immediately but
to be adopted as and when funds were available. Some
of the plants recommended in his report can still be identified on the hill but without sight of his plan we cannot
be sure of how much of his influence on the layout of the
park is present today.
In 1873 plans were discussed at the Board meetings to
reopen past excavations on the hill and sell sand to raise
funds for further improvements. This led to protests in the
town and fortunately the proposal which could have seriously disfigured the park was defeated.
In 1894, the Local Board was superseded by Mold Urban
District Council and ownership was transferred to the new
body under its first Chairman Daniel Owen. Bailey Hill
has remained a park ever since, providing an important
greenspace within the town centre.
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Today the Bailey Hill Steering Group, which is a
partnership between Flintshire Council, Mold Town
Council and the Friends of Bailey Hill, must be
congratulated for having secured funding from the
National Lottery Heritage Fund, LEADER funding
through Cadwyn Clwyd, Tourism Amenity Investment
Support, Landfill Tax Communities Scheme and from
the generosity and fund raising efforts of the local
community towards the restoration of this important
site.
The Bailey Hill Masterplan includes work on an open
air performance area, improved access to the site
and the redevelopment of the Custodian’s Cottage to
provide community facilities.

Promissory note1870 announcing the purchase of
Bailey Hill, courtesy the Flinshire Record Office.
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Left: Messenger & Co
greenhouse at
High Glanau Manor.
Right: glasshouse
interior. images ©
Helena Gerrish

My Sanctuary in Lockdown

Helena Gerrish

As soon as I saw the glasshouse, I knew we had to buy
the house. I loved the smell of the old wood, the squeak
of the wrought iron ratchets that opened the windows, the
warmth of the sun on the floor, the dark tank of water with
a pensive frog on the pipe above it.
It was a Messenger & Co greenhouse, built in 1922 for
the third and last Monmouthshire home of H. Avray Tipping, the Architectural Editor of Country Life magazine.
Messengers proudly listed it in their catalogue alongside
others they had built for the King at Sandringham, and
at Beaulieu, Hever and Chatsworth. Placed in the shelter
of a bank in the frame yard, with the ridge East to West
as is correct, it is 40 foot long with a 12 foot span roof.
Originally there was a No 3 Kinnell’s horseshoe boiler,
coke-fed by the gardeners, which heated massive cast
iron pipes at ground level. The building is divided into two
halves, one with borders and wide whitewashed window
sills and the other a grape house - still with the gnarled
vine planted by Tipping when he laid out the spectacular
gardens at High Glanau between 1922 and his death in
1933. The fixed lights of thin horticultural glass are beaver-tailed to allow the rain to wash down the centre of the
glass, preventing rotting of the wooden sides. The structure itself cost £122-12s-6d and the extravagant heating
system an additional £50-7-6d. In the grape house the
capacious tank holds rain water from the roof; and there
are lights and electrical points - so useful as the winter
afternoons darken. Outside, to the left are frames and to
the right a large potting shed.
This building is my space to immerse myself in the creative tasks of gardening, in peaceful isolation from the
house and domesticity. It is a blissful stress-free place
which radiates a sense of purpose and gives satisfaction
all year round.
4 patron: hrh the prince of wales

In January it is tucked up, insulated by snow lying on
the glass while huge icicles hang on the gutters. Inside
the geraniums are under fleece, the salvias safely in the
greenhouse borders, the dahlias and chrysanthemums
put to bed in boxes covered with newspaper. I am warm
by the fire in the house looking through Chiltern Seed
catalogues and ordering all sorts of different tomatoes:
this year Blue Bayou, Ferline and Golden Sunrise and, as
always, Marmande; then cucumbers Sweet Crunch and
Paska; courgettes Defender, Gold Rush and enticing
Costata Romanesco; I even get melons. I visualize what
a hundred Ammi visnaga 'Casablanca', a stand of sea
holly, or groups of Salvia horminum 'Blue Denim', might
look like in the herbaceous border. It is difficult to resist
Nicotiana sylvestris 'Only the Lonely' and Mammoth or
Hundredweight pumpkins. Twenty feet of slatted wood
staging allow me to try all sorts of new seeds each year.
Now is the time to sterilize the seed trays and pots in
diluted Jeyes fluid. The seed labels all get a scrub and I
paint the wooden vegetable labels for the outdoor beds. I
check the greenhouse glass for cracks, the guttering, the
heating and the propagators in readiness.
On Valentine’s Day I put the heating on in the grape
house and start sowing, a little each day. I love the parcels of seeds that arrive in their small cardboard boxes
and begin with anything that says sow indoors February onwards - typically sweet peas with their promise of
varied colours and scents: Lord Nelson, Bramdean and
King Edward VII. Most are sown thinly in seed compost
in trays or pans which are left in larger trays of water until
just damp and then put on the staging with a light plastic
cover on them. Some seedlings break through the surface
within a few days, and then the lids are removed and the
trays watered with a fine sprayer. Others take ages: one
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waits anxiously for peppers and nicotiana to appear.
All through March sowing continues and, as soon as
there are two proper leaves, pricking out starts. Soon all
the small pots and cells are used up and they are moved
from the staging to the window sills as the staging fills
up with more seeds. It is warm in the greenhouse on the
coldest of days and the rhythm of potting on is a daily joy.
At the other end of the greenhouse are the special tulips
that I plant in the Autumn once the tomatoes are over.
By the end of the month there is a spectacular display
of peony and parrot tulips, including the beautiful Estella
Rijnveld, ready to fill the house with vases of colour on the
darkest day and cheer one up as the drifts of snowdrops
and aconites disappear. I always choose different colours
and forms each year at Chelsea Flower Show. Soon outside primroses, grape hyacinth and daffodils flower; the
potatoes that have been chitting in the greenhouse can
be planted and onion sets go in.
Now it is April and, in this year of 2020, we are in lockdown; but the daily succession of opening the greenhouse, watering, beginning to feed once a week, and potting on into bigger pots carries on as usual and keeps me
fulfilled. It is surprisingly warm this year, and the seedlings need constant attention so they don’t dry out. The
greenhouse tulips are taken out once they are finished
and beds are prepared with new compost for the tomatoes, melons, cucumbers and peppers growing rapidly in
their pots. The zonal geraniums along the sills are picked
over, or repotted and fed, and the dahlias are shooting in
their boxes. As I walk down to the greenhouse the cherry
blossom and tulips are spectacular, the clematis alpina
is in flower and the woods start to turn blue with drifts of
bluebells. The broad beans, peas, mangetout, onions,
are now growing well outside in the vegetable beds, and
patron: hrh the prince of wales

parsley, spinach, rocket, lettuces are sown in the warming soil. The wisteria on the terrace flowers and we sit
outside for lunch enveloped in its scent. The camassias
around the fruit trees above the greenhouse also flower.
At last the agapanthus pots can be moved outside making more room - because the whole greenhouse is now
heaving with plants; the grape vine is coming into leaf;
the salvias Amistad and Phyllis Fancy can also be moved
and go into the border. It’s time to clean and whitewash
the greenhouse window sills, and then immediately the
tomatoes, melons and cucumbers are planted in bottomless pots into the borders. At least one end of the greenhouse is tidy.
And now it is May, the first of the three months when we
are usually open to garden groups from near and far.
The grass is striped, hedges cut, potting shed tidied,
labels straightened in the greenhouse and all is ready,
but this year there are no visitors. We are too isolated for
anyone to hear our Clap for Carers on Thursday nights,
but we can take a bootful of plants for NHS workers to
the Doctor’s surgery when we pick up a prescription in
the next village. For me this has been a special time to
nurture seeds instead of grandchildren and have hours
to potter and just enjoy this heavenly Spring. And now as
the herbaceous borders burst into life, life goes on in the
greenhouse.
It is surprisingly cold at night and I hear news from elsewhere of frosted dahlias and beans and mangetout eaten
by mice. I, too, must be vigilant: as soon as the Corona
Virus 5 o’clock update finishes I need to shut the frames,
put bell cloches on the courgettes, bring the runner
beans back into the greenhouse and carefully close up
the windows and doors.
Garden centres have reopened today and I am there
at 9 a.m. buying tomato feed, yellow fly papers, more
compost, and am seduced by a tray of dwarf white antirrhinums. There is so much uncertainty at the moment
but I know the greenhouse still gives me much to look
forward to. In June the nanus gladioli and freesias will
flower among the cucumbers. In July there will be daily
salads of warm flavoursome tomatoes; hot, dry August
will bring peppers and chillies; and in September we will
have huge baskets of grapes while the greenhouse gets
its annual glass cleaning. October means no more damping down, and the remaining green tomatoes are taken
to the kitchen for chutney. By November the agapanthus
pots and salvias are brought in to safety, the dahlias
are boxed up again, and butternut squashes, marrows,
pumpkins and onions are drying on the staging. December is quiet: just a few bowls of hyacinths, forcing for
Christmas presents. Where will the world be by then?
Who knows? But the greenhouse is predictable, tuned to
the rhythms of nature, and stands ready for a new year of
growth and hope.
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Trustee Advolly Richmond has recently been contributing to Gardeners World.
Advolly also presented the first garden history webinar for Garden Masterclass on
August 25th. Advolly also does her own series of podcasts on the subject. https://
advolly.co.uk/ghpodcast.html
Right: The Botanical Magazine, Plate 29, James Sowerby (Volume 1,1787)

Mignonette

Advolly Richmond

We all know how the popularity of individual plants can
come and go, a once adored flower consigned to the
virtual compost heap without a backward glance as
another bloom takes its place.
The highly scented annual herb, Reseda odorata fell
victim to such a fate, a native of North Africa, the ancient
Egyptians used to place its flowers in their tombs.
Philip Miller of the Chelsea Physic Garden described
it in the 1750s as having the scent of fresh raspberries
and 30 years later in 1787 William Curtis in his Botanical
Magazine instructed his readers on how to enjoy this
sweet smelling plant he said
The luxury of the pleasure-garden is greatly heightened by the delightful odour which this plant
diffuses; as it is most readily cultivated in pots, its
fragrance may be conveyed to the parlour of the
recluse, or to the chamber of the valetudinarian;
Yes, I had to look up the meaning as well, it means a
hypochondriac.
Reseda’s later popularity followed Napoleon’s 1798
Egyptian campaign when he supposedly sent seeds
back to his wife the Empress Josephine (1763 -1814)
who then planted them in her gardens at Malmaison in
Paris.
As the flower caught the imagination of the French aristocracy Reseda odorata became known as mignonette
meaning little darling and because of its wonderful scent
no Parisian garden or drawing room was without it and
English society was not far behind. The greeny yellowish
star shaped flowers of Reseda were rather dreary, but
the perfume, at its most intoxicating in the morning and
6
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early evening became the frontline defence against the
less than wholesome odours of the London air.
City balconies and window boxes were laden with mignonette with potfuls in rooms when the household was
entertaining. The mignonette swept through the parlours
of Georgian England and Josiah Wedgwood produced a
selection of decorative pots with matching saucers which
they marketed as mignonette pans.
Because the flower’s perfume was far superior to its
rather dull appearance, the Victorians in their veiled
language of flowers immortalised mignonette as your
charms exceed your beauty.
By 1861 mignonettes in penny pots were being sold in
their hundreds at places like Covent Garden. However,
by the early 20th century, Reseda odorata had fallen out
of favour possibly due to newer varieties, often touted as
being bigger and better but probably with less scent.
Reseda odorata is rarely mentioned these days so
perhaps it’s time to bring the Empress Josephine’s little
darling into the 21st century.
Many thanks to Advolly Richmond or sharing this piece
recorded for Gardener's Question Time June 2020. The
updated version of Reseda and Nasturtium which is also
now recorded for GQT are on the podcast
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Joseph Banks (1743-1820), Joshua Reynolds 1773 NPG

Joseph Banks in Wales

Glynis Shaw

2020 marks the 200th anniversary of the death of Sir
Joseph Banks, 1st Baronet, an eminent eighteenth century naturalist and explorer, on 19 June 1820.
Banks paid not only his own way, but also for eight staff
and colleagues including the botanical illustrator Sydney
Parkinson and the Swedish botanist Daniel Solander, on
Captain Cook's circumnavigation of 1768.
Cook first travelled to Tahiti to chart the Transit of Venus
as the planet passes between Earth and the sun, a pattern repeated every 243 years, to gain a measurement to
aid navigation, and then sailed south to Australia.
When Banks first stepped on the land of the Dharawal
people in 1770, the place later called Botany Bay, he
began to amass an amazing botanical collection of some
3,600 specimens gathered during the three year voyage.
1,400 of these plants were new to science. Acacia,
mimosa, and eucalyptus were among the plants introduced to Britain by Banks. Banksia is the genus name of
some 80 plant species named after him.
Back in Londoon Banks employed 5 watercolourists
and 18 engravers to complete the botanical illustrations
of Sydney Parkinson who died on the return voyage. At
Banks' death the copperplates were left to his librarian
and Scottish botanist Robert Brown who transferred them
to the British Museum in 1827, where they remained untouched until they were finally published in 1979: Joseph
Banks' Florilegium: Botanical Treasures from Cook's First
Voyage. The plant specimens that Banks brought back
from Cook's voyage became the first collection at the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Prior to Cook's voyage, Banks had explored Newfoundland and Labrador in 1766, and he travelled in Britain, to
Eastbury and Bristol in May-June 1767.
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This was followed by an Excursion to Wales &c., lasting
nearly six months between early August 1767 and early
January 1768. Banks first set out to visit his uncle, Robert
Banks-Hodkinson, at Edwinsford, Carmarthenshire. Here
Banks recorded a Catalogue of scarce Plants &c observed in the neighbourhood of Edwinsford august 1767,
before traveling north to Downing Hall, near Holywell, to
visit his friend and fellow naturalist Thomas Pennant.
In the summer of 1773 Banks made a grand tour in Britain of the South-West and Wales with the botanists the
Rev John Lightfoot, Dr Robert Greville and the artist Paul
Sandby. They toured south and west Wales, before turning north to seek the alpine treasures of Snowdonia. They
failed to find the Snowdon Lily (Gagea serotina), which
had flowered two months earlier, but found many other
plants, including the first Welsh discovery of the montane
sedge Carex atrata.
John Lloyd of Hafodunos and Wickiver [Wigfair], Denbighshire, also a keen botanist and Fellow of the Royal
Society, was another intimate friend of Banks who helped
Banks continue collecting plants from Wales. In 1782,
30th June, John Lloyd, wrote to Sir Joseph Banks: I am
just returned from Snowden, I have sent a Box by the
Shrewsbury Coach which will arrive at the Golden X. on
Tuesday Even: or Wednesday Morn: it contains {various
plants} ..I searched very narrowly for Bulbocoduim, in the
Place I found it before, but in vain, tho’ I really think I saw
a good deal in bloom, thro’ my telescope, upon a rock
above the old place, but I could not get up it, as I was
quite alone neither could I go to Llanberis for help as I
was obliged to return to Hafodunos that night. … (Neil
Chambers, (ed.) Scientific correspondence of Sir Joseph
Banks, 1765-1820 (London, 2006), Vol. 1, pp. 335-336
1788)
Banks replied: I received from you a box of Plants of
Snowdon most admirably collected and preserved …
I think you were wrong in Leaving the Plants of Anthericum serotinum other botanists will Most Certainly take
them for the matter of the species being Extinguished I
have no fear of it many are the parts of that hill I have no
[doubt] where it grows tho you do not know of it.
The crowning glory of Banks’ acquisitions was being
offered the specimen collection of Carl Linneaus, after
Linneaus died in 1783, now in the Linnean Society’s collections.

Banks was President of the Royal Society from 1778 to
1820 (a 41 year term unequalled in the Society’s more
than 350 year history). As friend and advisor to King
George III he was pivotal in the development of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew; he established the first school
for gifted head gardeners at Chiswick and was one of
the founding members of the Royal Horticultural Society
in 1804. His private herbarium the Banksian collection,
which included the many specimens he bought and
collected from contacts throughout the world, formed
the foundation of the General Herbarium of the Natural
History Museum. Banks made an enormous contribution
to horticulture and to our gardens.
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Garden Covid Crisis 2020

WHGT members will have been alarmed at the crisis within the National Trust and the recent proposals to reduce
its curatorial and expert posts. As an Associated member
of The Gardens Trust we were pleased to see the following response written by Peter Hughes, the new Chair of
the Gardens Trust,on September 10th:
The National Trust’s ‘Reset’ and the Gardens Trust’s
unique conservation role
Gardens Trust and County Gardens Trust members will
have been reading with grave concern the recent comment and analysis in the media following the leak of a
draft National Trust paper, 'Towards a 10-year Vision for
Places and Experiences’. The exposure of this apparent
new direction for the National Trust has rung alarm bells
through the heritage sector. The glaring lack of reference
to conservation as a guiding principle and clear suggestion that landscapes should be free from ‘existing styles
and expectations’ has worrying connotations for future
protection. We have included a number of links to the
document, comment and analysis for ease of reference.
The Gardens Trust has written directly to the DirectorGeneral, Hilary McGrady, expressing profound concern
at the proposals which will manifest themselves in the
loss of a significant number of curatorial and expert roles,
regionally and centrally, taking with them the essential
knowledge and understanding of the significance of the
landscapes they are charged with protecting.
The Gardens Trust (GT), as the statutory consultee for
in excess of 1700 registered historic parks and gardens
in England and Wales, plays a key conservation role in
the heritage sector, actively monitoring and responding
to planning proposals for development, strongly objecting to those which will have a detrimental impact on the
significance of these valuable and irreplaceable heritage
assets. The GT supports sustainable future development
and management that respects and illustrates a clear
understanding of the significances of each place and
embodies explicit conservation objectives and management of the unique qualities of each landscape so that
these are preserved for future generations.
The National Trust (NT) is custodian of in excess of 200
of these nationally important registered landscapes (just
a part of its wider portfolio of over 250 parks and gardens) and the largest number of historic parks in single
ownership in Europe. The continued evolution of these
extraordinary landscapes over many years has resulted
in close engagement between the GT Conservation Officers, supported by local County Gardens Trust planning experts, and the NT local conservation specialists
and expert management teams. A shared ethos that the
conservation of these ‘brightest jewels’ in the NT’s crown
will always be the overriding principle, while embracing
a 21st century desire to open historic space to all, has
underlined constructive and effective debate and helped
to formulate sustainable solutions.
8
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In recent years, the GT has, however, found it necessary to object strongly to proposed development within
these landscapes where it is apparent that it is designed
principally to extend visitor attraction while detrimental
to the aesthetic and cultural impact and reading of the
historic designed landscape. One particular example
has been the objection to the proposed installation of
cycle trails, introducing routes across central views in the
numerous parklands affected. When diverted to existing
historic tracks originally designed to enable enjoyment of
the designed landscape some of these trails went ahead
with minimum impact, others were withdrawn when the
detrimental impact on the general and desired enjoyment
of these landscapes was acknowledged, but we continue
to monitor alternative proposals. Another example, live
before the Covid crisis, involves discussions with the NT
regarding the World Heritage Site of Studley Royal Park
including Fountains Abbey, Yorkshire, a Grade I landscape, where an additional development and renovation/
enlargement of the Café Building & Lodge facilities at
Canal Gates is proposed. While we agree that better
interpretation at Studley Royal would be an improvement,
in the GT’s opinion the new building/development of additional visitor facilities at the location proposed would
be contrary to the original Aislabie vision and represents
a very unwelcome addition, harmful to the significance
of this World Heritage Site affecting adversely one of
the great set-piece historic garden views in the UK.
ICOMOS-UK are also engaged in this debate. There are
numerous other examples of the proposed inappropriate
siting of visitor infrastructure, play areas and car parks.
The GT will continue its essential work as statutory
consultee. Our response will continue to be on a case
by case basis, but we will robustly defend our ethos.
With much reduced resource in the NT, we would ask
our members and those of the County Gardens Trusts to
engage with their local NT contacts to ensure that we do
everything that we can to help keep the essential curatorial research-based understanding of the significance of
these treasured places high on the agenda in this debate. This is important in relation to NT parks and gardens of local interest and significance as well as those
which are on the National Heritage List Register of Parks
and Gardens. Conservation is the careful management of
change. It is about revealing and sharing the significance
of places and ensuring that their special qualities are protected, enhanced, understood and enjoyed by present
and future generations.
http://thegardenstrust.org/gt-voices-concern-over-national-trust-reset/
If you would like further information please don’t hesitate
to get in touch at: conservation@thegardenstrucst.org.
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The NT in Wales
In August the NT Reset Scheme was introduced to save
money, with huge cuts and redundancies.
As the Covid-19 crisis unfolded through March most gardens, including those of the NT, were forced to close and
with the lockdown most of the NT staff were furloughed.
By June it was clear that the NT had lost some £200 million in revenue. At the end of lock down the NT was slow
to reopen. When finally gardens were reopened, it was
to very much reduced numbers, and the public had to
negotiate a tortuous booking system through Eventbrite
which put a lot of people off. The booking system has
since improved.
Individual NT properties have been given guidelines as
to how much they had to reduce the staff headcount.
Gardens were generally more leniently treated, probably because they were the first areas that were able to
reopen.

Reports on some of the NT properties in
Wales:

This report was compiled prior to the firebreak lockdown
comencing Friday 23 October 2020.
There were complaints on the Gower that the NT seemed
to have furloughed all its staff. No volunteers have been
asked to return to conservation work. They must wait
until the job situation has been agreed. Rhossili has now
been described as a tatty theme park with a local farmer
selling fish and sunflowers. (Last year the NT had grown
sunflowers to extend the season providing food beneficial
for insects.) Rough camping allowed in the NT car parks
meant the undergrowth was used as a toilet. Rhossili
also attracted crowds of day trippers. The National Trust
working holidays on the Gower, many of which included
gardening, have been suspended, and the NT review
has now reported that they are not likely to continue. This
is a great disappointment to many who enjoyed the indepth experience of gardening in historic gardens.
Llanerchaeron near Aberaeron, Ceredigion depends
heavily on its volunteer gardeners who were not allowed
to meet. On one member's visit there were no gardeners in sight and the whole place looked sad and full of
weeds. Plants in the glasshouses were dying due to lack
of water. This garden has been badly neglected and it
will take a lot of work to get it back in good order.
At Erddig three out of four gardeners were furloughed.
Head Gardener Glyn Smith was managing alone until
June, when another gardener was recalled. Two remain
furloughed. The Head Ranger at Erddig took redundancy
as his role was changed and the post downgraded.
Currently all but one of the rangers are still furloughed.
Garden volunteers will not return to Erddig until next year
as it has proved difficult in maintaining social distances in
the mess areas and elsewhere. Also, many of the volunpatron: hrh the prince of wales

teers fall into the vulnerable age group.
At Chirk Castle most staff were furloughed and Head
Gardener David Lock was left to work in a strangely
empty garden. Now all the garden staff and some volunteers are back.
There is some good news as the NT Reset means that
Chirk is to gain an extra gardener and Erddig a half time
gardener - but this remains to be confirmed.
Both gardens had a reasonable visitor numbers over the
summer, but this has recently dropped off - especially
now, with a local lockdown. Drop ins are accepted but
only local people can now visit. Chirk and Erddig expect
to have much reduced opening over the winter months.
At Bodnant we were sorry to learn that Head Gardener
John Rippin has taken voluntary redundancy. WHGT
members who enjoyed his garden tours will wish him well
and the best of luck. Adam Salvin will be taking over as
Head Gardener. Only eight out of the twenty five Bodnant
gardeners are back on site. They have worked hard to
maintain the formal areas of the garden. The lack of visitors during the best Spring ever recorded, was extremely
sad but visitor numbers have picked up through the
summer. With fewer visitors the lawns have improved!
Volunteers will return when the staff situation is resolved.
Bodnant is expecting to remain open seven days a week.
Advance booking is required though drop-ins may be
possible from November. Unfortunately, Bodnant is now
in an area of local lockdown but is looking good.
In early September the Powis Castle gardens looked tidy
but not as well maintained or planted as they normally
are. Only the gardens were open, with a one way system
in operation. Only part of the terraces could be seen, as
the return is via the woodland where you can’t see the
terraces. Visitors were disappointed not to be able to
move freely and felt social distancing could have been
better managed. There were not many people around.
Both Powis and Bodnant expect to lose 2.5 gardeners.
On Anglesey we were pleased to hear that Plas Newydd
has fared better than some NT properties. Two gardeners remained on site and although the majority of the first
months were spent watering, they have managed to keep
the core areas in extremely good shape. The slope down
to the house and the herbaceous border are well tended,
and the terraces are bursting with colour. The yellow
beds which once greeted you in front of the dairy are now
gone. There is much to do in the 'West Indies' as many of
the shrubs were previously cut hard back and have been
slow to regenerate, leaving some unsightly gaps, dead
material and exposed mulched areas. However, this is a
priority for another year.
At Penrhyn Head Gardener Gethin Crump has worked
on his own since returning at the end of lockdown. He
has had to prioritize the most important tasks such as
mowing (luckily it had already been decided to keep
much of the grass as meadow) and is intending to strim
other areas when other staff return in the next few weeks.
The parkland structure of much of the garden means that
most areas will not suffer from a year of inactivity, but the
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walled garden has required more attention. This is looking very respectable considering that all weeding volunteers are still absent, but there are signs of time standing
still such as the tufa from one of the ponds, still on the
perimeter where it was placed in March.
Plas yn Rhiw in the far west of the Llyn Peninsula with
an ornamental garden overlooking Porth Neigwl (Hell's
Mouth), and Cardigan Bay remains closed.
The iconic Kymin Roundhouse, a small Georgian
banqueting house in a 10 acre landscape overlooking
Monmouth, normally opens 2 afternnons a week from
May to September, has been closed all year. This is sad
as it was the first NT building in Wales, acquired in 1902.
(Dinas Oleu, above Barmouth overlooking Cardigan Bay
and the Llŷn peninsula, was the first piece of land gifted
to the NT by Mrs Fanny Talbot in 1895). The live on site
custodians, Kymin manager Sara Swzer and husband
Martin Kerrigan a volunteer deputy manager, have been
made redundant after 17 years service. Kymin Hill and
the Naval Temple remain open.
The non furlouged garden staff of the NT properties in
Wales are to be congratulated on how much they have
achieved in very difficult circumstances and their fortitude
when faced with months of lonely hard work.
Members had a similarly mixed experience when visiting
NT gardens outside Wales where some visits were much
more enjoyable than others.
Whilst gardens have lacked gardeners the NT has undertaken other work including research on slavery, a TV advert, the six part Channel 4 series of George Clarke’s National Trust Unlocked (which failed to feature any Welsh
site), and a new series on S4C Trysorau Cymru: Tir, Tai
a Chyfrinachau (Treasures of Wales: Land, Houses and
Secrets), which featured six Welsh NT properties (you
can watch the whole series on demand on the Channel 4
website).
There is a concern that the NT has lost its way: Octavia
Hill, one of the three NT founders wanted to provide
opportunities for families suffering deprivation. The NT

plans to scrap its educational services which will reduce
access for school children who would otherwise not
have an opportunity to visit and enjoy these properties.
Instead the NT intends to rely on partnerships with other
organisations and charities to deliver outdoor and cultural
activities.
Donor families will be horrified at proposals for some
properties to be emptied of treasures in order to be repurposed as public space for fun/entertainment for local
audiences, or to be rented out - to the few who can afford
it. This is not access for ALL!
The excellent NT offer for an experience of Houses, Gardens and Countryside should not be lost in a plethora of
disconnected events and short term entertainments.
It has been interesting to note that there now seems to be
a uniform admission price to NT gardens - with properties
such as Bodnant this has meant a significant reduction.
		
*********
On the 9th October the National Trust announced measures intended to save around £100 million in annual expenditure. The total number of redundancies attributed to
the Covid 19 pandemic is put at over 1,450. This appears
to represent approximately 15% of the total workforce.
The Gardens Trust and WHGT sincerely regrets that
the NT has felt it necessary to take such drastic steps to
cut expenditure, and is concerned at the impact of the
loss of such a large number of skilled and experienced
specialist staff on its ability to discharge its heritage and
conservation responsibilities. We extend our sympathies
to all those directly affected by these redundancies and
their families.
We note, though, that the scale of the reduction in the
garden and designed landscape sector of the Trust’s
work has been capped. Whilst even this loss of skilled
staff is a retrograde step, we are grateful that our pleas
for this sector have been acknowledged. We also welcome the re-statement of the National Trust’s commitment
to maintaining conservation standards.

The Kymin Roundhouse closed

10 patron: hrh the prince of wales
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Tea on the lawn at Plas Newydd, Llangollen © Glynis Shaw

Non NT Welsh garden experience 2020
There has been a mixed garden experience elsewhere in
Wales:
National Botanic Garden of Wales: most staff were
furloughed, but essential horticulture staff continued
working throughout lockdown, so the main garden areas
were and are looking excellent. Furloughed staff and horticulture volunteers returned mid-July. This means some
of the less obvious gardening work is now in hand. The
restoration of the historic landscape was delayed, but
the bridges are now installed and it is nearly completed.
Visitors expect to be admitted into the lakes area in October. It is excellent news to hear that a new horticulture
apprentice has been appointed for a two-year traineeship.
Aberglasney: one member very much enjoyed a visit
with grandchildren aged 6 and 4 (under 16s do not have
to pay to get in). The gardens looked wonderful and
the cafe was still open. The Ninfarium was still closed in
early September. Although some beds needed weeding
Head Gardener Joseph Atkin is doing a good job keeping things ticking over. No need to book before you visit.
Insole Court: the elderly volunteers felt they were
capable of social distancing outdoors and gardening
continued.
St Fagans: gardens looked in good heart and there were
gardeners on site. The Italian garden was very neat and
well planted. There was lots of space to move around and
a limited one way system operates through the buildings.
Hafod: the landowner Natural Resources Wales closed
the site. Official volunteer weeding days were cancelled,
but individual trustees and the three staff still gardened
regularly and Mrs Johnes' garden looks great!
patron: hrh the prince of wales

Another Ceredigion garden operated by a Trust, closed.
The Head and only gardener asked to be furloughed
(although he always works alone and the garden would
be closed to visitors). As a result a complete season has
passed without any weeding, lawn mowing or other attention. It will take a lot of work to claim it back.
Aberystwyth Town Council furloughed its gardeners and
gave away all the bedding plants destined for town plantings. As a result the town which tried to welcome tourists
in August looked pretty bedraggled. (By contrast the
town of Ledbury was a blaze of summer colour in August,
they obviously had a bit more faith!)
Plas Newydd, Llangollen remains open and has been
well maintained.
Clwyd members had a fabulous day in the autumn
sun at Plas Cadnant on Anglesey. This garden was in
superb order as members were delighted to squeeze
in their one and only visit this year, just two days before
Wrexham, Flintshire, Denbighshire and Conwy went into
local lockdown. Senior Gardener, Chris Pilkington, gave
a guided tour of the area still under restoration where
work continues. Everywhere there was colour, with the
hydrangea collection and eucryphia trees still blooming.
The fruit trees were heavily laden and once in the garden
it was easy to forget we were in the midst of a pandemic.
None of the 3.5 Plas Cadnant gardeners were furloughed
and huge efforts have been made to keep the gardens
and catering going with Covid-19 protocols and social
distancing in place.
If members are able to visit any garden please do - your
support is needed now more than ever.
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Rudge Humpreys as a boy, H J Walker.

Usk Castle garden

Rosie Humphreys

To write about the garden at Usk Castle is to write about
the man who made it. Rudge Humphreys was born in
1911 at Castle House, the former gatehouse to Usk
Castle which was much altered in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century. Rudge's father John rented Castle
House on his marriage to Kitty Eddowes in 1908. John
had moved to Usk from Leicestershire as agent for the
Perry-Herrick estate, based at Penhow Castle. John
eventually bought Castle House in 1921 from Albert
Addams-Williams of Llangibby.
Little watercolour sketches by Kitty, and early photos
show Rudge in the garden, invariably with a watering can
or hoe, so it’s hardly surprising to find that the first entry
in his garden diary records:
Oct 1926: Made my Herb Garden.
He was just 14, and studying horticulture at The Rhadyr
College, Usk. Though not his favourite subject, he said
that it was the only exam he ever passed.
His diary contains detailed lists of all the plants he
bought, the suppliers, and where they were planted. The
number of plants ordered is astonishing: old and unusual
varieties of roses, cob nuts, cherries, peaches, vines,
herbs, fruit bushes and trees, flowering shrubs, and forest trees for the paddocks. In 1928 he ordered 26 types
of herbs for £1-8-0d to stock up the new herb garden
12 patron: hrh the prince of wales

from Bowell & Skarratt of Cheltenham, and then
later added the sweet briars; Meg Merrilies,
Anne of Geierstein, Amy Robsart, Brenda and
Mac Iron.
In 1929 Clibrans of Altrincham supplied black,
red, and white currants, and some special
berries: King Acre Berry, Veitchberry, Japanese Wineberry, and Laxtonberry, alas, none
of these have survived. The pomegranate tree
and a banana tree from Warwick Castle (to
be overwintered at The Mayfield) only appear
once, although the date palm, bought for 3/6d
from Treseder Plants of Truro in 1934, thrived,
and is still with us!
The front garden in the 1920s was simply a
lawn at the south front of the gatehouse, with
an immaculate vegetable garden below the
barn, and a lawn to the north of the house. The
west end of the lawn was a vegetable plot, with
a long row of glass for tomatoes on the former
site of a second large barn, shown in a C19
watercolour by Michael Angelo Rooker. Today
it is the site of the herbaceous border. There
were remnants of a fine fern collection, part of
which still exists, and a glass fernery that was
replaced by the Oak Room, built in 1923 to
house oak panelling from The Old Mansion in
Shrewsbury when it was demolished. To the
east of the castle was a large potato patch
which Rudge turned into a tree nursery and vegetable
garden that was only given up and turned into paddock
in the 1970s.
Over the next few years Rudge put in place ideas
probably gleaned from other Monmouthshire gardens,
such as those designed by Avray Tipping and Gertrude Jekyll. The Herb Garden is a separate room, to be
discovered by the curious. A central path leads past a
mulberry, with the broken cauldron for distilling alcohol
from Still House Farm (smashed by Customs) to the wellhead under the medlar tree. The well is in fact a cistern,
ingeniously fed from the barn roof by a pipe under the
lawn, to supply a dipping well by the barn greenhouse.
The garden continued to gain treasures

Sept 2nd,1932 Get an old cider-mill stone from 		
the Hill farm, Trostrey, and put it up on 			
the rockery.
The cider-press stone and an old whisky still from Still
House joined it in1932 with more planting; with green
and golden yews for the terraces below the house:
Nov.9th Plant 21 for my 21st birthday, present
from Mother. 22 all told as one sent for luck.
Rudge had unbounded enthusiasm and energy. The
vineyard was started in 1931 with thirteen vines on
poles (twelve red stars in the diary), a rose garden with
a flagstone path, stone steps down to the lawn from the
Herb Garden and a Herb House on the terrace above
the Herb Garden:
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red tiles from Powells for the roof...windows from
the church, oak door made by Window, so it
looks really old already.
This gem, disappointingly, did not survive, being deemed
too conspicuous. Today the Temple of Peace stands in
its place, named after the 2 shell cases supporting the
roof truss.
However, a new challenge came in 1933:
May 20th: Mother buys Usk Castle for £525 in my
name.
The bill included 1 flag and 1 donkey. The ruins of the
Norman Usk Castle, which had been owned by D E
Thorn, overlooked the family home in the gatehouse
ever since the Humphreys had lived there and had been
offered for sale. John Humphreys had recognised the
difficulty of owning such a ruin and had always refused to
purchase; but now there was talk of unsuitable developments – a private house to be built for a rich American,
or a hostel for hikers. Finally, Nan (Mrs Poiser), who had
looked after the family, and continued to live with them
until after the war, said that Master Rudge should have
his castle, and paid for it out of her savings.

Nan was promptly reimbursed, and it was a matter of
some pride that Kitty Humphreys could say that she had
paid for it in just a few years with sixpences from the entry
tolls and the sale of lavender sticks made as she chatted
to visitors. Rudge was eager to start on his next project:
The dear old place was in a very bad state of
neglect. We spent many weeks getting things 		
cleared up..
Ownership of the castle was celebrated:
May 21st Empire Day: Our first chance to fly 		
the flag on the castle. I break it at the top of		
the mast at 8 am. The Maiin Gates: These were 		
the first things we started to mend. (‘we’ consist		
of myself and Windows) Put iron plates and		
handles on them. Give three coats of paint		
(red) and pick the iron studs out in black. 		
They look like lasting for years now. Also 		
paint west door and put hammocks up under		
trees in courtyard.
The castle gates were not replaced until Rudge died in
1985, when the new ones, by Hugh Egleston, were dedicated to his memory..
The Laburnum Avenue dates from 1935, planted either
side of the path leading to Castle Parade, in line with
Church Street and St.Mary’s Church:
This construction was followed by the building of St
George’s Gate in 1936, which visitors to the castle walk
through today, with the ancient-looking wisteria trailing
over it and clambering high into a nearby spruce tree.
The doorway on to the street finished. It has 		
taken 3 weeks and 20 ton of stone from 			
Llanover House that is being pulled down. Cost 		
of the sea-mines guarding the drive entrance £5 		
for 20 ton.
patron: hrh the prince of wales

Llanover House, built by Lady Llanover, champion of the
revival of Welsh literature and music, had lasted hardly
one generation being built of unweathered sandstone
which was impracticably porous. Llanover stone was
also used for a new garage and tack-room in the stable
yard. Seeing the new fine red doors in gothic arches, the
late Lord Raglan is said to have asked Rudge, why have
you built a fire Station?
The lawn between the house and castle was extended,
with a path of cobbles and flagstones laid in 1936. The
finishing touch was the purchase of an Atco 17 motor
mower which was finally retired 50 years later, still in
good working order.
It took four months to excavate the 6’ deep, 28’x10’ pool
at the end of the lawn, which was walled using the old
bricks from a tomato house and cost £23.10s. The shallow curved centre portion is now ideal for growing water
lilies. This project was much assisted by the arrival of an
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itinerant Irish man, Flanagan, who was given the job after
he had been found sleeping in the washhouse. The iron
bar breaking the rock needed sharpening daily. Dubbed
Queen Anne’s Pool, it was ready on
May 29th Oak Apple Day. Have my first dip, well		
worth all the work of digging it out.
Rudge marks the day with three ticks. Until WW2 Oak
Apple day was a national holiday to commemorate the
restoration of the monarchy with King Charles ll. Rudge
always delighted in celebrating the day with a party in
the Oak Room decorated with large sprays of oak leaves.
The pool was stocked with goldfish and Golden Orfe the
following year.
In honour of the coronation of King George VI, Rudge
started a Pinetum to the south-east of the house in November 1937. Many of those trees tower over the gardens today, with a spectacular variety not only of pines
such as Silver Fir, Monkey Puzzle, Atlantic and Deodar
Cedars, Japanese Cedar, Redwood, and Wellingtonia,
but also the large Catalpa, Tulip tree, and Magnolias.
There are good examples of the dinosaur era trees to
show to future generations.
The orchard was planted in the paddock next to the road
early the following year with 2 dozen cider apples, Frederick, Kingstone Black, and Sweet Alfred.
However, things were about to change. The diary notes
Anne for tea at Castle House
14 patron: hrh the prince of wales

on several occasions. This was Anne Laybourne, one
of six sisters from The Firs at Malpas, Newport. Rudge
had helped the family with tree planting schemes in the
1930s.
After the war Rudge planted the Graig with beeches.
Today this clump of beeches makes a distinctive Monmouthshire landmark above Llangibby.
This was the beginning of the next chapter in the story of
the gardens at Castle House.
1949 Feb: Candlemass day, Anna and I plant 		
9 yews around the sundial ( in the castle) to
commemorate our engagement, 5 gold ones 		
12/6d each, 4 green ones, 7/6d..Sept: plant 300 		
narcissus, present from Phil Laybourne, around 		
the sundial. From Ballymena, Ireland. Very good 		
bulbs.
The gardens bloomed in Anne’s sole care and were
opened to the public under The National Garden Scheme
in 1976. The display of annuals was her particular pride
and filled the garden with colour when the many flowering
shrubs planted by Rudge were over. Gardening was becoming a subject of increasing interest by this time, and
Anne’s garden was much written about in the press. She
had no secrets for her success, it was simply honest hard
work and unceasing care, but she must have been quietly pleased when Monty Don OBE wrote in 1990 that it
was his favourite garden: Castle house garden is not like
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anywhere else. It is quirky, grand, very
private yet always full of bustle and
guests..When changes come they are
dramatic, creative and always true to
the spirit of the place....This, I suppose
is what all good gardening is about...
People, plants and buildings coming
together through passion, dreams and
sheer hard work to create a garden.
Anne died in 1991 and is buried in
the chapel vault (dug out by them
together in 1954) beside Rudge, she
under the vine, he under the fig, and
their garden lives on for the next generation. Some things never change
– the collecting of interesting artefacts
continues; sometimes in cast iron, like
the remnants of a riveted pressure
tank used in the steel works at Port
Talbot for bitumen. One end of it is
now a fountain bowl and the other a
Golden Jubilee tempietto; down-pipes
from the Isca Foundry of Newport
(once owned by the Laybourne family)
support the vines over the Bandstand.
Also, in iron are the sea-mines guarding the drive entrance, and the two
horse-shoe gates welded by Henry
Humphreys using old horseshoes from
the forge at Llangibby.
The legacy of gardeners like Anne
and Rudge is a garden where there
is something to see all year round, to
delight or to surprise. Snowdrops light
the path to the castle on dark winter
evenings, Mahonia 'Charity' and witch
hazel scent the short March days;
those engagement daffodils still flower
in the castle in spring as the gilly flowers and Arabis decorate the crumbling
walls. Magnolias often blossom to the end of April. The
Magnolias Rudge so loved, and often propagated, provide much of the spectacle in spring.

Usk Castle gardens today

1960 - March 11th: The Duke of Edinburgh in Usk
to visit the Borstal. Mother plants a Metasequoia 		
on the Lower Lawn to mark the occasion. A
cutting I have grown myself. Aunt Doll plants a 		
dark magnolia and I put in two pink ones on the 		
site of the old Cedar tree.
These still astonish us each spring with their abundance
of blossom below the window of the kitchen. In May,
Paul’s Himalayan Musk rose climbs high up the castle
walls, as the Hydrangea petiolaris hangs its heavy white
flowers over the gateway, and the herbaceous border
moves on from the brilliant red Beauty of Livermere poppies to the succession of colourful hardy perennials that
fight each year to get to the front. Catmint, anthemis,
phlox, delphinium, day lilies, and penstemon have all surpatron: hrh the prince of wales

vived from Anne’s day, amongst their more recent companions. The Wisteria planted beside St.George’s gate in
1947 has reached the very top of a mature Spruce. Few
annuals are sown these days, but in the Herb Garden,
now planted to remind us which plants would have been
cultivated when the castle was last lived in, the old-fashioned roses of York and Lancaster, Rosa Alba and Rosa
Gallica, and Rosa Mundi flower above the mass of herbs
and columbine. Apple and medlar blossom behind the
tall yew hedges which are cut in July.
Extract from Chapter XIV in Usk Castle Priory and Town,
Logaston Press 2008
The castle is no longer open to the public except on Usk
Open Gardens weekend in June, but is open 3 days a
week for members of Usk Castle Friends.
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able at the time. He renamed the
house Singleton Abbey, Singleton being a traditional name in
the area. Vivian remained at
Singleton Abbey until his death
in 1855 by which time he had
acquired a number of adjoining small farmsteads and their
freeholds.
In addition to work on Singleton
Abbey, Robinson is thought to
have been directly responsible
for three of the cottages built on
the estate and to have influenced
the design of the major buildings in the Home Farm complex.
According to Bernard Morris, an
eminent historian of the Swansea area, the new Home Farm
replaced an earlier set of farm
buildings some half mile away
and much closer to the original
Singleton Model Farm © Hugh Gardner
Marino house. Morris observes
that the replacement of the older
What to do with Singleton's Model Farm Ann Gardner
buildings was no doubt to improve the farming on the estate,
by now amounting to 250 acres, but also to take such opIn February 2020 a group of 200 Swansea residents met
erations out of sight of the mansion. This was in the High
in Sketty Park Community Centre to confront a group of
Members of the Council, including the Leader, Cllr Robert Farming period and the Vivians took a personal interest in
farming, engaging an estate manager rather than letting
Stewart, after reading about plans for 42 homes on the
the farm out to tenants. Clearly Vivian was very aware of
site of the Model Farm within the Grade I Singleton Park.
the current fashion for creating model farms, and acSingleton Park is an urban park of outstanding historical
cording to Suzanna Martins, the increased interest in the
significance. Swansea County Borough Council purplanning of farmstead design led to the Royal Agricultural
chased its 250 acres in 1919. Originally it formed part of
the Vivian family estate, whose family owned the world-fa- Society sponsoring a competition for farm designs in
1850.
mous Hafod Morfa Copperworks. The family was responIn Wales most farming was of a pastoral nature due to the
sible not only for building up a notable botanical collectopography of the land and carried on by small gentry
tion, some of which were rare specimens, but also for
rather than the large, often aristocratic, owners in Engcreating buildings of considerable significance, including
land who could indulge in such expensive undertakings.
those of the Model Farm.
A few exceptions could be found along the coastline and
The Vivians, like many industrialists, aspired to become
English border. The most spectacular of these was the
landed gentry and to own a home commensurate with
creation of a huge home farm at Leighton near Welshpool
their standing in society. In 1817 John Henry Vivian purby John Naylor, a Liverpool banker. To match Singleton
chased the remaining years of a lease on a small house
Abbey, it was important that the principal farm buildings
known as Marino, which overlooked Swansea Bay, and a
were Gothic or Old English in style. Vivian was fortunate
few surrounding acres. It had been built in the 1780s to
that at the time he was embarking on renewing Home
a rare octagonal design by the architect William JerniFarm, an extremely old house, The Place House, in the
gan on behalf of Edward King, Deputy Comptroller of
centre of Swansea, was about to be demolished. It had
Customs for the port of Swansea. As an old man, King
stood very close to the Norman castle since the 14th cendecided to sell to John Henry Vivian who immediately
tury and during the late 15th and early 16th centuries had
engaged Jernigan to enlarge the house by adding two
been the home of the stewards of the Lords of Gower. In
wings.
advance of the demolition, Vivian arranged that he had a
By 1825, as Vivian's business had prospered and his
man on hand to ensure that some of the original stonestatus in Swansea grown, he was keen to embark on a
work be carefully removed and taken to Singleton. There
much more ambitious and comprehensive enlargement
are a number of drawings of The Place before demolition,
of Marino. Accordingly, he engaged the services of an
and according to Morris, the ground floor windows flankarchitect of national repute, Peter Frederick Robinson, to
convert it into a Gothic styled mansion, extremely fashion- ing the main entrance of the farmhouse have terminals
16 patron: hrh the prince of wales
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which match the diamonds of The Place
exactly and there can
be no doubt as to
origins. Other elements look extremely
similar to those
known to have been
part of the old building. Morris concludes
that The farmhouse at
Home Farm thus has
very direct links with
the large and ancient mansion of The
Place House, once
one of the centres of
power in Swansea
and Gower. As such
it is essential that
this building should
be conserved in a
sensitive manner so
that it has a future of
another 150 years.
In addition to the farmhouse there are a number of farm
buildings including barns, cattle sheds and cottages, as
well as the remains of tram lines for wagons to convey
cattle feed and take away manure (an extremely important by-product of the dairy industry for agriculture at
this time). Having examined the tithe and estate maps in
detail, Morris states these buildings were erected from
the late 1830s until about 1853.
One of the later additions is a very fine barn built close
to the farmhouse. Its features resemble the architecture
of medieval tithe barns with a massive central porch and
buttresses. Cornish granite was used for the dressed
stone around the porch and window slits. The Vivians
were originally a Cornish family and at this time the copper for the Hafod was shipped from Cornwall and Anglesey. In keeping with the ideal of 'beauty, profit and utility'
the whole building rests on a plinth of black copper slag,
a by-product of the copper works which created the Vivian's wealth and enabled even utilitarian buildings to be
embellished with architecture detail of fine quality. Buildings farther away from the farmhouse, whilst well-built,
did not have the same architectural detail because they
were not in the view of the farmhouse and barn for guests
strolling through the designed landscape.
The model farm complex is now used by the City Council as a depot for park vehicles and office facilities. The
Council intends to move its depot later in 2020 raising the
important question as to what should happen to the site.
The Council claims that the idea of using the site for a
residential purpose did not originate with them, although
it had invited interest for a partnership in developing a
number of sites including this one.
This site offers tremendous potential being situated
patron: hrh the prince of wales

Barn with massive central porch and buttresses © Hugh Gardner

within a splendid park only two and a half miles from the
centre of Swansea with good transport connections and
community facilities within walking distance. It is also a
short walk to the sea with its hugely popular promenade
around Swansea bay. One should also add the proximity of St Paul’s Church built in memory of the new wife of
John Hussey Vivian, brother of John Henry. She died in
1848, a year after marriage, a few days after giving birth.
One can see how the area is intimately bound up with the
history of the Vivians and Swansea.
The proposed 42 houses, half in the restored buildings
and half new build, inserted within this well-loved park,
have incensed local people, although it was clear that
many were unaware of the discreet location of the model
farm before the publicity appeared. Some people remember the cottages being lived in by estate workers and
one WHGT committee member recalls seeing sheep and
cattle in the park as the Council continued farming there
until 1957.
One councillor drew attention to the separation between
the farm site and the areas usually considered parkland
used by the public. Flourishing the Glamorgan edition
of the Cadw/ICOMOS Register of Parks and Gardens of
Special Historic Interest in Wales, I was able to show that
the model farm lays within the registered landscape of
Singleton Park.
Another branch member, Steffan Phillips, addressed the
meeting on behalf of the Home Farm Action Group, a
subgroup of the newly formed Friends of Singleton Park,
and spoke eloquently of his fears concerning the proposed development, and drew attention to the potential
traffic created by residents and delivery vans using the
entrance close by the new Maggie's Cancer Centre and
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The Action Group produced a leaflet which stressed the
historic importance of the site and the need for conservation for the future in finding a new role in keeping with the
Council's aspirations for greening the city and developing
tourism. The Action Group propose using the farm as an
extension to Swansea Museum, for the display of vehicles
and agricultural equipment, and include a petting zoo
and cafe and strengthening the Park's link with the existing garden tourist circuit with gardens in Carmarthenshire
and Penllergare. Plant sales would also be desirable.
For many years the Friends of the Botanical Complex
have been raising and selling plants in what is today
called the Botanic Garden, the original kitchen garden
within the Park, to fund improvements in Singleton, Clyne
Gardens and Plantasia. Any future development should
be compatible with the environmental agenda.
Challenged about the costs of restoration compared to
demolition and new build, two red lines emerged from the
Council for any proposals. The conservation of the buildings and no further intrusion into the park. Citing regeneration plans for the Hafod copperworks and the Palace
Theatre, the Swansea Council Leader said it could cost
millions to restore the depot site, and reiterated that a
viable future use had to be secured but this must include
an income to sustain the projects. Finally, a commitment
was made to an open process in consideration of future
proposals for the site, by a subgroup on which the local
Action Group could be represented.
In early March I attended a meeting of the Swansea Built
Environment Forum in which a number of restoration
projects were discussed. I brought up the subject of the
Model Farm, explaining that I spoke in a personal capacity. I said I hoped the buildings could be restored in
such a way that they would be fit for the 21st century and
beyond.
To this end I suggested the Gothic barn be roofed with
the visually appropriate slates which can generate
electricity and are made in a South Wales factory. I went
on to suggest that hemp could be used for the essential
insulation required today as very recently demonstrated
on Countryfile. This line of thinking was prompted by another WHGT member who drew my attention to the work
of a South Wales firm, Cefn Renewables. Working with
the Architecture Department at Cardiff University and part
funded by the EU, they had created a low cost, low input
house which could actually ADD to the national grid.
Whilst the outward appearance of the house would be
totally inappropriate for the Home Farm, perhaps some
of the research could be used to retrofit the old buildings. Swiss Cottage could become an exhibition centre
demonstrating the different types of low carbon materials which could be used in housing, perhaps promoting
wool as an insulating material to help the sheep farmers
of Wales.
The 1826 Swiss Cottage is another Robinson designed
building, standing alone within the park, and dating from
the period when the mansion became Singleton Abbey.
18 patron: hrh the prince of wales

According to Morris, this may have been the first Swiss
Cottage in the country. Originally used to accommodate
estate workers, it is now seeking a new role. Sadly, it was
set alight by vandals some years ago, but since its restoration it has failed to attract a tenant to run it as a cafe.
One thing is certain, everyone wants to see the old farm
buildings preserved. They are a reminder of the former
greatness of Swansea, once known as Copperopolis in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, after so much of
old Swansea was destroyed in World War II.
We must ask ourselves, the people of Swansea, how
we allowed the various administrations over the last 100
years to let the Model Farm deteriorate to such a degree.
Post-industrial Swansea is looking again to become a
tourist destination whilst at the same time having an ambitious plan to dramatically reduce our carbon emissions
and to green the city. To this end it has embarked on a
plan to build 1000 council houses which have an ultramodern energy efficiency, with ground source heating,
battery storage and solar panels.
Due to Covid-19 Swansea Council will be in even greater
need of a funding partner to ensure the preservation of
the Model Farm. Should we hope for a farm museum with
rare breeds along the lines of Llanerchaeron or a green
initiative allowing people to live in the restored buildings,
their rents or leases bringing in revenue to offset the interest on any loans required?
I am concerned that should a sustainable tourist destination be delivered, it would actually create more traffic
within the park than a modest number of residents.
One of the Council's red lines was that in no way could
the rest of Singleton Park be encroached upon and
this would rule out a new car park. However, nearby
roads are already tacitly accepted as overflow parking
for Singleton Hospital and the University. A green option might help stimulate the renewable energy industry
already working in South Wales at a time when so many
large industries have decided to quit Wales during the
last few weeks.
Since the public meeting in February, l am not aware of
any consultation taking place between the Council and
interested bodies like The Friends of Singleton Park.
Perhaps we should ask ourselves what would best respect the values of the Vivians, who, whilst looking back
in time for their architectural styles, embraced cutting
edge technology to ensure the success of their venture.
Lewington, Anna. Plants for People,Transworld Publishers
2003
Martins, Suzanna Wade.The English Model Farm, Building the Agricultural Ideal 1700-1914, Windgather Press
2002
Morris, Bernard. The Houses of Singleton, A Swansea
Landscape and its History. West Glamorgan County
Archive Service 1995
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Left: Victoria Tower gardens Right: Proposed National Holocaust Memorial and Learning Centre.

London Parks and Gardens Trust aim to protect Victoria Tower Gardens
Many know that WHGT is an Associate Member of
the umbrella organisation The Gardens Trust as is the
London Parks & Gardens Trust (LPGT). We are supporting LPGT in their efforts to protect the Grade II* Victoria
Tower Gardens from being the site of a large £100
million National Holocaust Memorial and Learning Centre.
The park was created in the 1870s and is adjacent to the
Victoria Tower, at the south-western corner of the Palace
of Westminster. It extends southwards from the Palace to
Lambeth Bridge, sandwiched between Millbank and the
river, on the Thames Embankment. It lies in a Conservation Area, partly within the UNESCO World Heritage Site
of Westminster. This is designated a zone of Monument
Saturation.
The National Holocaust Memorial and Learning Centre
was initiated by David Cameron in 2013. A competition to
design the memorial attracted some of the world’s leading architecture and design consortiums. The chosen
scheme, by architects David Adjaye and Ron Arad, has
23 fins, the tall bronze walls creating pathways to the
learning centre.
The LGPT are not opposed to the principle of building a
Holocaust Memorial and Learning Centre but object to its
siting within the small historic park. Local residents and
international organisations like the UNESCO advisor
ICOMOS objected to the siting, and more than 10,000
people signed an online petition calling on the government to reconsider the location. Opponents argue that
vanity is behind the wish to site the Holocaust Memorial
and Learning Centre next to Parliament. More appropriate locations exist, which could better complement the
building, including the Imperial War Museum just one
mile away where they are expanding and updating the
Holocaust galleries.
The proposed Holocaust Memorial's size and design
would have a detrimental heritage impact on this precious green space, by changing its intrinsic character
and destroying an iconic view of the Victoria Tower. It will
overshadow the existing monuments: the Buxton founpatron: hrh the prince of wales

tain memorial to the slave abolitionist, the Emmeline and
Christabel Pankhurst statue, a Rodin bronze Burghers of
Calais and the recently restored Spicer memorial. It also
significantly reduces the public amenity area of the site
and threatens tto damage mature trees.
The Westminster Planning Authority unanimously refused
this planning application. The development contravenes
many national and local planning policies, particularly
those prohibiting the loss of green space. It also impacts
two Conservation areas. The development will make Victoria Gardens over congested with increased traffic and
there will be heightened security risks.
Prior to the Westminster City Council's refusal, the Government decided to 'call in' the project for a Planning
Inquiry, thereby removing the Council's authority to determine this planning application. Given the Government’s
strong support for the controversial project and that the
Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local
Government submitted the original planning proposal, this
is highly irregular: the Government is applicant, arbiter
and judge. Despite the Council’s decision, Communities Secretary Robert Jenrick declared that the Government remained implacably committed to the siting of the
Holocaust Memorial right at the heart of our democracy,
beside our national parliament.
LPGT launched a Judicial Review of the process being
used by the Government prior to the scheduled Planning
Inquiry starting in October so that the Courts can ensure
that any decision is reached lawfully.
Protective heritage designations and planning law must
be upheld otherwise they become meaningless. WHGT
trustees have decided that the granting of this planning
application would have such ramifications on the future
of parks and gardens throughout the UK that we are
duty bound to support LPGT who are facing huge legal
fees. After much consideration and due process, WHGT
Trustees agreed to contribute £1,000, as well as moral
support, to LPGT.
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/victoria-tower-gardens/
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Above: Memorial Garden, Fron Park and
stone pillar in memory of Sergeant Thomas
Edwin Roberts.
Below: Fron Park terracing and mature trees.
Images© John Edmondson.

Fron Park

John Edmondson

Fron Park, near the centre of Holywell, is a busy park developed in the 1930s by the Urban District Council in the
middle of a proposed new housing area along Fron Park
Road .The park site owes its existence to two prominent
Holywell families, the Sankeys and the Pantons. It is laid
out on the former Fron estate, once owned by Richard
Sankey, chief magistrate of Holywell and a benefactor of
the famous nearby seventh century St Winefride’s Well.
The ruins of Fron Hall remain on the other side of Fron
Park Road. Sankey, a local mill-owner, entrepreneur and
leading light in Holywell, was said to have been interested in botany. Surviving older trees clearly pre-date
the establishment of the park and were retained from the
gardens that existed on the estate.
Fron Park includes a memorial garden, dedicated as one
of the four Flintshire Centenary Fields in 2019. Fields in
Trust Cymru will now protect the site in their programme
to commemorate World War I.
Panton Place, at the entrance to the war memorial garden, was built by Paul Panton jnr in 1816 to provide
accommodation with workshops for local professional
and trades people. His father, also Paul, owned a lead
smelting works and was involved in lead mining, one of
20 patron: hrh the prince of wales

the principal industries of the area. Panton
Place was adapted for retirement homes in
1967-8.
The memorial garden contains five separate structures and plaques. The oldest is
the stone pillar relocated from St Thomas’s
Church graveyard in 2017. It is inscribed
Sacred to the memory of Sergeant Thomas
Edwin Roberts ....
Roberts, who was Holywell’s forgotten hero,
was killed in one of the last actions of the
Crimean War, the storming of the Great Redan at Sevastopol in September 1855. He was honoured with the
Victoria Cross for his bravery in attempting to rescue a
fallen comrade.
The Cadw-listed wrought iron entrance gates from Panton Place have plaques on either side to commemorate
the men of Holywell lost in the two world wars. Beyond
the memorial garden the park encloses Holywell's leisure
services; a swimming pool and library. Farther up the hill
is a bowling green and club house, a skatepark and a
playground. The tennis courts are bordered by a landscape feature, including shrubby cinquefoil.
Mature trees are a feature of the park’s arboretum and
formal bedding plant displays are well maintained
throughout the year - a feature not only of the park and
memorial garden, but also at many other locations within
the town.
A small plaque located in one of the shrubberies marks
the Holywell Town Council's 50 years participation in Britain in Bloom (1964-2014). Now known as Wales in Bloom,
the competition gave the town a Silver Award in 2018
after several previous years’ successes.
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Above: Woodland walk to St Dyfnog's well
Opposite: St Dyfnog's well pool

St Dyfnog's Well at Risk Glynis Shaw
St Dyfnog's Well is a bath pool that nestles above a
wooded dell surrounded by ferns, celandines and wood
anemones. The 17th or 18th century sunken stone bath
pool was originally tiled with chequered black and white
marble. Dyfnog was a 6th century saint from the noble
Caradog family, and St David's beekeeper. He later became a monk and built a small cell near a waterfall. This
became the site of the medieval, double aisled, Church
of St Dyfnog, Llanrhaeadr, in Denbighshire, famed for its
magnificent Jesse window. The waterfall has long since
gone, but the water continues to flow underground and
emerges as a spring at the base of a small limestone
escarpment above the pool.
St Dyfnog was praised in cywydd (traditional Welsh
verse) by 16th century Dafydd ap Llywelyn ap Madog
and an anonymous 17th century poet in Llanstephan,
who describe how Dyfnog performed penance by standing under a waterfall, wearing a hair shirt belted with an
iron chain. His holiness imbued healing powers to the
spring; Edward Lhuyd (c1698) reported that the water
cures scabs, itch etc. some say twould cure ye small
pox. In 1721 Browne Willis described the famous well
of St Dyfnog, much resorted to, and on that account
provided with all convenience of rooms etc, for bathing, built around it. Thomas Pennant in 1773 said the
fountain was inclosed in an angular wall, decorated with
small human figures; and before is the well for the use
of the pious bathers. By 1806 the well once famous for
curing the rheumatism, now a mere ruin with a pleasant
walk around it is recorded in the diary of Millicent Brant.
Richard Fenton in 1808, described the site as exhibiting
one shapeless ruin, the bath being choked up and all the
building fallen in - a most shameful neglect! According
to Fenton the well pool was fed from a pipe in the wall of
the surrounding building, there were several walks and
the dingle was shaded with ash and wych elm. George
Nicholson, also in 1808, mentioned the deeply shaded
broad gravel walk.
The walk to the well crosses three small stone bridges,
creating an aesthetic experience in the Picturesque
tradition. Fenton describes this the prettiest part of the
pleasure grounds of Llanrhaeadr Hall, to which it is
patron: hrh the prince of wales

connected by a tunnel under the road. The site is now
included in the Llanrhaeadr Grade II listed landscape.
A recent planning application threatens to transform this
unique and fragile landscape by imposing a 21st century design and water engineering on the site. There is
no historic justification for the proposed two weirs, new
paving, sandstone steps and entry gates. The historic
fabric of the site will be materially changed and degraded by the introduction of alien materials: Criggion stone
from the Breidden Hills, sandstone and board walks. If it
is necessary to improve the path, local material should
be used in keeping with parkland walks and the setting
of the Grade I church.
Modern signage, with wrought ironwork supports set
into the path, and an information panel on the rock
above the well would be an unwelcome and out of
character intrusions in this landscape. Wayfinding on a
single path of no more than 200 yards is unnecessary.
Any signage and information should be at the entrance
to the site - a standard Cadw practice. The proposed
outdoor classroom behind the church is another unnecessary intrusion in the historic landscape when there is
capacity within the church. Furthermore, the site lacks
parking and toilet provision for groups of any size.
The recently reconstructed and heavily cemented
double arched bridge by the well pool is neither faithful
in form (one arch is now rendered a drainage culvert)
nor sensitive to the aesthetics of the landscape. Trees
were lost in the process and the path made worse by
the caterpillar track wheelbarrow used in the wettest of
weather. The remaining bridges must be saved from
similar abusive treatment. The tufa waterfall of the St
Mair Spring which joins the waters of St Dyfnog should
be protected from interference from new weirs and the
existing random stone about the site should be left in
situ, as an intrinsic part of the historic landscape.
The proposed construction will destroy the beauty and
ambience of the holy well. These developments fail to
conserve and enhance the significance of the site and
will prevent future generations enjoying an authentic
experience of St Dyfnog's well.
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Valindre Cancer Centre on the Northern Meadows at Whitchurch
Currently one of the most contentious proposals in Cardiff
is for the development of the Velindre Cancer Centre on
the Northern Meadows at Whitchurch.
Three years ago I wrote in response to the planning application 17/01735/MJR for the new Velindre Cancer Centre;
I have spent hours studying the documentation related to
this application and I must admit to feeling very conflicted about this proposal. Everybody wants to see better
provision for treating cancer sufferers and at a site that is
convenient for patients and their families but, as noted by
most of the objectors, this is not the right site.
Since then there has been a considerable amount of
activity to raise awareness of this proposal and to build
support to get it ‘called-in' by the Welsh Government on
the grounds that the original 1995 application (that was
initially declined but won an appeal six years later) and
the 27 further applications need to be assessed holistically and with due regard to recent legislation: The Well
Being of Future Generations Act 2015, The Environment
(Wales) Act 2016, and Planning Policy Wales 10 in 2018.
There are also local requirements such as the Cardiff
Green Infrastructure Supplementary Planning Guidance
(SPG) and Cardiff Local Development Plan (EN4, KP16
and KP 18) and more recent demands for increased
bio-diversity, resilience, sustainability, etc., due to Welsh
Government and Cardiff Council signing up to the
Climate Emergency. Additionally, there is a Welsh Government’s letter from the Chief Planner (Oct. 2019) to all
authorities requiring that the resilience of ecosystems is
maintained and enhanced.
At the very least, a new Environmental Impact Assessment should be required, as there is currently a ‘hybrid’
permission, which grants outline planning permission
for the main hospital building, the Maggie’s Centre, the
energy centre and car park to serve approximately 800
patients per day plus 900 staff. Some objectors have also
raised concerns about the storage and disposal of the
radioactive isotopes used for treatments.
The site is beside one of the three key river corridors in
Cardiff, in this case the River Taff, so the source of this
particular green ‘lung’ is Bute Park. This is a much loved
recreational, green space at the edge of the city in the
north-west and within earshot of the exceptionally busy
Coryton interchange, junction 32, on the M4. There are
7 statutory designated sites within 2 km of this proposal
including 4 SSSIs, 1 Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC) and 2 Nature Reserves. The 23 acres
of meadow and ancient woodland consist of a SINC, are
near a heronry and ancient woodland and, crucially, are
land locked.
This latter inconvenience means that to gain access, a
multimillion pound bridge and road have to be built. As I
understand it, Velindre University Health Board are swapping their current site in Whitchurch for this land, which
is the property of Cardiff and Vale Health Board, so that
houses can be built on the former site without the mas22 patron: hrh the prince of wales

Elaine Davey

sive cost of access. Welsh Government will be paying for
these access routes to the new hospital site.
One of the roads was supposed to be temporary but an
application to extend this period has been submitted recently, which is a material change to the original application. There have also been variations to previous planning
conditions.
The southern access route will impact the grounds of
Grade II Whitchurch Hospital, registered for the survival
of the core of the grounds .. of one of the grandest and
most important Edwardian mental hospitals in Wales. The
rarity of this specialized type of landscaping gives great
historical value to these grounds. The arrangement of the
gardens around the hospital ... relates particularly to the
therapeutic philosophy of nursing care for the mentally ill
at the time. The Cardiff Parks Superintendant, William W
Pettigrew, a landscape gardener of national importance
was involved in planting the grounds. This access will
also impact the setting of Coryton House, which is registered Grade II as the survival of most of the formal and
informal gardens of an important town house, originally
belonging to one of Cardiff’s most prominent citizens,
John Cory.
Planning Policy Wales Technical advice note (TAN) 24:
the historic environment paragraph 7.2 identifies that
local planning authorities should protect and conserve
parks and gardens, and their settings, included in the
Register of Historic Parks and gardens in Wales. Paragraph 7.4 states that it is for the applicant to show that
they understand the significance of the registered park or
garden and the impact that the proposal is likely to have
on it.
It is certainly the case that parts of the proposed route
would detract from our ability to understand these historic
assets (see Cadw Best Practice Guidance: Setting of
Historic Assets in Wales, 4.3).
Of course, there is a lot of support for better treatment
facilities in Cardiff to serve Wales, but there is also a
strong argument that ‘stand-alone’ cancer centres are
outdated with modern cancer services linked to larger
hospitals with comprehensive support services for the
inevitable emergencies.
This argument only adds to the case for a complete
reappraisal of this proposal which is on an extremely
sensitive site of huge community and ecological value, at
a time when we are being encouraged to embrace nature
for the sake of our health, especially post Covid-19.
See:https://planningonline.cardiff.gov.uk/online-applications/20/01110/MJR
Save the Northern Meadows https://savethenorthernmeadows.wales/
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The Great Gardens of Wales: Offstone
Publishing Sept 2020 (ISBN 978 1838 136406)
RRP £15.99 WHGT members £12.00

With the Covid-19 lockdown coinciding with the time
of year when gardens typically open, and when many
Welsh gardens are at their best, the Spring of 2020
was a huge disappointment.
During lockdown Tony Russell decided to encourage future visits to support these gardens by writing
the first lockdown book that celebrates The Great
Gardens of Wales. Tony shows the wealth of Welsh
gardens through fifty glorious examples including
national icons such as Bodnant and Powis Castle but
also a number of gardens that deserve to be better
known such as Dyffryn Fernant in Pembrokeshire (illustrated below).
The author is an expert on gardens, trees and shrubs,
and was Head Forester at Westonbirt, the National
Arboretum in Gloucestershire, for 14 years. His writing
is particularly good on plants - interesting and
informative.
This is a useful and colourful guidebook with lots of good
photos, many taken by Tony himself, and a foreword by
WHGT Patron, H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
As few will have been lucky enough to visit all the gardens there will be much to learn and many of the featured
gardens have historic interest The book will be of interest
to all who love gardens and live in or wish to visit Wales.
A useful index with map and contact details will help in
planning any itinerary. All the gardens featured are open
to the public during the course of the year.
The book will encourage us to visit and support these
gardens as we hope they will all survive this pandemic.
Many members will recognise the cover picture, the
pool in the walled garden at Plas Cadnant, Menai where

Cover image: Plas Cadnant

WHGT members enjoyed the national AGM of 2019.
Tony is also editor of the annual publication Great Gardens to Visit and horticultural editor of Discover Britain’s
Gardens magazine.
A huge thanks to Tony for the generous concessionary
price of £12 for WHGT members
To purchase copies, requesting a personal message
and personally signed by the author email:
tony_russell@btconnect.com
or order from the Gardens to Visit website
www.gardenstovisit.net

Dyffryn Fernant, Pembrokeshire
patron: hrh the prince of wales
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Gwrych Castle

AGM 2021 Hay Castle 11th September

Image courtesy of Hay Castle Trust

The AGM 2021 will be hosted by Brecon & Radnor. The
programme for 2020 has been deferred until next September. Further details will be available in the New Year.

AGM 2020

This year we were unable to have our usual exuberant
AGM, and the planned celebrations due to be hosted by
Brecon and Radnor have been held over till next year.
Instead we held an AGM limited to Trustees using Zoom
with proxy votes making sure that the meeting was quorate. The highlight of this somewhat subdued process
was meeting the first recipient of our educational grants,
Bethan Scorey. Bethan is doing a PhD under the auspices of the Institute of Welsh Estates in Bangor, on St
Fagans Castle and its grounds. We hope to give her help
and information as well as assistance with publication
and look forward to a rewarding partnership.
We sincerely hope that 2021 will be a much more active
and sociable year.

The Gardens Trust

Useful Planning Training tools and webinars are on the
Gardens Trust website http://thegardenstrust.org/conservation/hlp-hub/training-materials/planning-training/
A seminar on Significance is on 2nd November 2pm-3pm
Book online
http://thegardenstrust.org/eventsarchive/?events=garde
nstrust

Abergele and the Gwrych Castle Trust were excited last
August when Gwrych Castle, a spectacular ruin on a 250
acre site on the North Wales coast, was confirmed as the
set for a brand new ITV series of the survival reality show:
I'm a Celebrity Get me Out of Here! This will be the first
live reality show to hit our screens since the beginning of
lockdown.
The show had to abandon its usual Australian jungle set
at Murwillumbah in New South Wales due to coronavirus
travel restrictions.
The supposedly haunted Gwrych will be home to a new
group of celebrities who have to live together in the
castle environment, while the producers entertain viewers by making the contestants face various trials.It will be
interesting to see the Welsh versions of the bushtucker
trials, which viewers found particularly entertaining. The
contestants may also have to brave hauntings as well as
the Welsh weather!
Relocation of the show has facilitated emergency works
to the castle and installation of a roof to ensure that the
buildings are safe for the six weeks of filming. Already
the soaked sets have needed drying out after recent
torrential rain caused flooding. Work in preparing the site
began in August, when Gwrych was closed to the public
until the New Year. Preparations continue to progress at
Gwrych despite the local lockdown.
Show hosts, Ant McPartlin and Dec Donnelly, recently arrived in South Wales where the teaser trailer for the series
was filmed in Llandovery, Carmarthenshire.
I'm A Celebrity premiered in 2002 and has since been an
annual success averaging more than 10 million viewers per episode. When East Enders star Jacqueline
Jossa was crowned Queen of the Jungle, it was the most
watched TV show of 2019. We will have to wait and see
who will be crowned King or Queen of the Castle 2020.
Gwrych will be exposed to a huge audience when the
show airs in November. WHGT wish the show its continued success. If the coronavirus travel restrictions remain
in place the show may stay in the UK for a further series.

An Online Winter Lecture Series of 12 lectures organised
jointly by The Gardens Trust and The London Gardens
Trust runs from 5 October 2020 to 22 March 2021 to be
booked online. Tickets for individual lectures: £4
https://bookwhen.com/londongardenstrust#focus=evsg7x-20201005180000

www.whgt.wales
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